Quasi-Synchronization of Discrete-Time Lur'e-Type Switched Systems With Parameter Mismatches and Relaxed PDT Constraints.
This paper investigates the problem of quasi-synchronization for a class of discrete-time Lur'e-type switched systems with parameter mismatches and transmission channel noises. Different from the previous studies referring to the persistent dwell-time (PDT) switching signals, the average dwell-time (ADT) constraints combined with the PDT are considered simultaneously in this paper to relax the limitation of dwell-time requirements and to improve the flexibility of the PDT switching signal design. By virtue of the semi-time-varying (STV) Lyapunov function, the synchronization criteria for transmitter-receiver systems in a switched version are obtained to satisfy a prescribed synchronization error bound. An estimate of the synchronization error bound is provided via the reachable set approach and, further, an explicit description of the error bounds is given. Then, sufficient conditions on the existence of STV observers are derived with a predetermined error bound, and the corresponding observer gains are calculated via solving a group of linear matrix inequalities. Finally, the effectiveness and validness of the developed theoretical results are demonstrated via a numerical example.